Making the Most of the Human Kinetics Journals Site
Sign Up for Alerts
Make sure you are up-to-date on the newest content for your subscribed journals or journals of interest. You have the
option to sign up for electronic table of content (eTOC) alerts, sent each time a new issue is published online, or Ahead of
Print alerts, sent when new articles are published ahead of full issue publication.
Visit the journal’s overview page (shown below) to sign up for the eTOC and Ahead of Print alerts. Visit any article page to
sign up for Citation Alerts for that article. You can view your alerts at any time by logging in, navigating to My Stuff, and
then to My Alerts.

Click on the button
to enable the alert.
When an alert is successfully
enabled, the bell is shaded in.

Annotate Full Text
Articles that are presented in full text format (in addition to PDF) can be annotated and those annotations can be
reviewed at any later date.
To annotate an article, navigate to the full text tab (where available) and highlight the text of interest. Then, click on the
Annotate button to add your notes. Annotations can be edited, deleted, and viewed at any time by logging in, clicking on
My Stuff, and then clicking on My Annotations.
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Article Tagging, Citing, Sharing, and Navigation
Each article features a toolbar that allows you to save content to refer back to later, cite content, or share content with
colleagues or on social media.

Save the article using a tag to classify
your content of interest and come
back to review it later (via My Stuff, My
Saved Content)

Preview and export
the article’s citation

Share a link to an article
with a colleague via e-mail

When full text is
accessible to you, you
can easily navigate to
a specific section, view
a figure, or review the
reference list.

Article metrics
record abstract
views, PDF views,
and full text views

Use social media to share
a link to an article
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View All Content and Learn About A Journal
Each journal overview page offers easy access to the latest issue and all content, including the journal’s entire archive
and Ahead of Print content (where available). Each journal’s mission and Journal Impact Factor (where applicable) can
be found on the About tab. Get to know the journal’s leadership team (Editorial Board tab) and discover how you can
submit to the journal (Author Guidelines tab).
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Easily Determine Your Access
Colored “lock” icons help you see at a glance what content is available to you.

Open green locks indicate that the content is available to you,
either because you have a subscription or your institution does.

Open yellow locks indicate that the content is Open Access, and thus accessible to you.

Closed red locks indicate that content is not available to you because a subscription is needed.
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